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SHAMBALLAH
ENERGY HEALING

ABOUT ENERGY HEALING

HEALING SESSIONS

Energise your body, balance your emotions and calm your mind.

Life Activation – During this powerful and sacred process, several energetic alignments are
made on the physical and spiritual body. A special light infusion is then carried out to
reactivate your divine blueprint, what we now call DNA (who you were before all he
negative thoughts, emotions and traumas were stored in your being). To energise your
body, balance your emotions and calm your mind. This is a transformative experience
which can help physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually as it sparks a process of
transformation, a recalibration of your self. Also includes Purificato & Crystalis elixirs to
raise your vibrational frequency as the new energies integrate. Approx 1½ hours. £150

♥ Increase your energy levels
♥ Feel calmer and more relaxed
♥ Reduce stress, anxiety, depression
♥ Increase your focus and clarity
♥ Have better quality sleep
♥ Gain a sense of inner peace
♥ Improve physical issues
♥ Increase your manifestation abilities
♥ Gain a general feeling of wellbeing and happiness

Energy healing is an ancient form of natural medicine that helps to restore the balance and
flow of energy throughout the body, to help you get to an optimal state of physical,
emotional and spiritual health.
You don’t have to be spiritual to benefit from energy healing, just like you don’t need to
understand the law of gravity before you can fall down. Energy healing is referred to as
alternative medicine, however, it’s been used for thousands of years, and modern medicine
involving pharmaceuticals has only been around since the beginning of the last century.
Ancient cultures used many different methods of energy healing to stimulate the body’s
natural ability to heal.
What happens? The practitioner works on the energy fields around your body, while you
sit, stand or lie, fully clothed. The room is prepared beforehand using crystals, herbs, sacred
geometry and space cleansing rituals to enhance the session. All you need to bring is an
open mind and heart.
ABOUT ME

Full Spirit Activation - The Full Spirit Activation takes the Life Activation one step further
to increase your connection to your soul and activates the higher aspects of your energy
bodies. (A Life Activation is required first, at least 2 weeks before.) Approx 1½ hours. £150
Bespoke Energy Healing Session - If you’re unsure of which type of healing to choose I can
create a bespoke session for you. We’ll have a consultation at the beginning of the session,
and I’ll use my intuition to incorporate aspects of Reiki, Crystal Healing, Chakra Balancing
and Aura Clearing as required. Approx 1 hour. £80
Reiki - This gentle yet very powerful “hands on” healing channels life force energy from the
highest, brightest ray of energy in to the body. This triggers the body’s natural healing
abilities and promotes physical, emotional and spiritual health. Approx 1 hour. £80
Crystal Healing - A beautiful healing experience using the unique healing properties of
crystals, placed on and around your body. This will harmonise and balance your physical,
emotional and mental energy bodies for relaxation and stress release. Approx 1 hour. £80
Aura Clearing & Chakra Balancing - A very gentle yet effective clearing of the aura,
helping to remove any unwanted, unserving energies. Chakra balancing clears and balances
the chakra energy centres . For grounding, centering and protecting. Approx 1 hour. £80

I’m a qualified Energy Healer, Reiki Master, Crystal Healer, Life Activation Practitioner
and Meditation Instructor. Since 2014 I’ve studied, trained and practised many different
energy healing modalities in the UK and Canada. I've been trained by some of the most
powerful initiates in the world.

Distance Healing - For those unable to attend in person, I can carry out a Distance Healing.
We arrange a mutually convenient time and at the pre-agreed time I carry out the special
distance healing for 1 hour whilst the recipient sits quietly in their home to receive it. I can
also travel to your home for Energy Healings.

After receiving these particular healings for my own wellbeing several years ago, I
discovered the powerful and transformational effects they can have, physically, mentally,
emotionally and spiritually. I left my 20-year corporate career in 2018 and become a full time
Energy Healer so that I could help other people with these powerful healing techniques.
Can I help you? Is it your time? Is your intuition calling you?

House/Space Blessings - A great way to create a warm, welcoming and relaxing atmosphere
in your home or work space. A special combination of crystals, sacred geometry, mantras
and cleansing herbs are used in this ancient ritual. More information available on request.

Locations - My home studio, near Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG5 0SE and
Rudding Park Spa, near Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG3 1JH

MAGICKAL ARTISAN CANDLES & AURA CLEANSING SPRAYS
I also create Aura cleansing sprays using 100% pure essential oils and Magickal artisan soy
candles to enable you to practice self-care at home. They are made on the nights of the full
moon and new moon in my crystal gridded studio. They’re available from my studio or you
can order them on my website.

